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The TwelveMonthsOf TheYear

B B C Northern Ireland Schools One Potato, Two Potato Autumn 2006

Programme 8                      retold by Felicity Hayes-McCoy 
14 November

A delightful folk story, retold with a local setting and re-enforcing the names of the months of the year.

Story

Inside the cave Cathleen could see Þ relight glowing and ß ickering and dancing up and down the rocky walls.  
And when she walked in, what did she Þ nd but twelve old women sitting in a circle round the Þ re doing nothing 
at all.  Just as if they had been waiting for her to arrive.  �Well then, Cathleen, Iʼve a question for you.  Tell 
us this and tell us no lie, what do you think of the months of the year?� said the old woman.  And all of the old 
women shufß ed and wiggled and waited for Cathleen to answer��

Song
   Thirty days hath September
   April, June and November
   All the rest have thirty one
   Saving February alone,
   Which has twenty eight days clear
   And twenty nine in each leap year.

      Christina Rossetti
After the Programme

- Any project on the seasons or the months of the year.
- A discussion on the obvious moral of the story.
- Compile a list of what the class like/dislike about the different seasons.
- Learn the words of �Thirty Days Hath Septemberʼ.
- Explain a �leap yearʼ. 

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Maths:   Pupils should have opportunities to: know the most
    commonly used units in time, including hours and
    minutes and use them to measure purposeful contexts.
    Sequence everyday events e.g. breakfast time, lunch 
    time and teatime;  know the time within a day is
    comprised of morning, afternoon, evening and  
    night; know the days of the week, months of  the year
    and seasons; explore calendar patterns.

English

Talking and Listening: Pupils should have opportunities to: explore and build 
    up time lines of: 
My life then and now e.g. my day, morning, afternoon and evening;
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My life so far (e.g. time line of �myself  ̓at different ages, my week using a day by day diary of activities).
My family and school (e.g. time line of my life, my year etc.)

Personalities, Events and Celebrations.
Pupils should explore the past signiÞ cance and build up time lines of seasonal events e.g. Halloween, 
Christmas, Pancake Tuesday, St Patrickʼs Day etc.

Physical Education

Games:   Pupils should have opportunities to: take part in simple 
    games involving individual and co-operative play.

Music

Listening and Responding: Pupils should develop and awareness of pulse e.g. by 
                listening to their own heartbeats, by moving to music 
                and by clapping.

Cross-Curricular Links

    

PPROGRAMME 8

ENGLISH
Discussions
Sequencing of day's activities
'Time' expressions
Putting the clocks 'forward'
Learn the days of the week,
Months of the year

HISTORY
Past, present and future
Special days
Names of the days of the week

MATHS
Charts
Time sequencing
Measurement
Telling the time
Clocks and watches
Leap year

ART
Draw favourite foods
Past, present and future
Drawings
Make personal time lines

MUSIC
Rhythm
Clapping in time


